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Let D b a k-connected digraph with independence number (Y. We show that for any 
integers t and p such that k 3 $ti (t + 1) i-p, then any set of arcs of cardinal@ p inducing a 
subgraph with maximum in- and outdegree at most t is contained in a spanning subgraph which 
is regular of in- and out-degree t, called (t, t)-factor. We also Gnd the minimum number of arcs 
which insures for a k-connected oriented grapbr GE existence of a (t# t)-facto:. 
RESUME 
Soit D un digraphe k-fortement connexe de nombre de stabilitb LY. Nous montrons que pour 
tout couple d’entiets t, p v&ifiant k a $rt (t + 1) +p, alors tout ensemble dares de cardinal p 
qti induit un sous-graphe demi-degr& int&ieur et ext&ieur au plus t, est contenu darts un 
sous_graphe couvrant r&ulier de demi-degr& int&ieur et ext&ieur @?gal a t, appele (t, t)- 
facteur. Nous donnons aussi une condition portant sur le nombre d”arcs qui garantit I’exsistence 
d’un (t, t)-facteur pour un graphe antisym&rique. 
Induction and terminlogy 
We shall use the terminology of fl]. We will consider finite digraphs, but will 
allow loops and multipk arcs+ By an orkzt& grq$r we shall mean a digraph 
without loops, multiple arcs or circuits of length two. Given a digraph D, a 
(l, t)-factor of 6) is a spanning subgraph H of D such that &(x) = t = d;;(x) for all 
x E V(D). Similarly if G is an undirected graph, g an integer-valued function on 
V(G), an f-factor F of G is a subgraph such that d&) = f (x) for all x E V(G). 
The Chvtital-Erdiis Theorem [2] states that an undirected graph G is Hamiitonian 
if iF? connectivity is at least as large as its independence number or stability, 
cu(G). Hgggkvist and Thomassen [S] have generalised this result by proving the 
following conjecture of C. Berge: if G is (a(G) + p)-connected then any set of 
vertex disjoint paths of G, of total length at most p, are contained in a 
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cycle of G. Thomassen [9] had also shown that several plausible extensions of the 
Chv&U3d6s Theorem to digraphs were false. 
The stability cy of a digraph D will denote here the stability of the induced 
non-directed graph. In the case of digraphs, Jackson and 0rdaz proved that if the 
co~ectivity of I) is greater than or equal to cu(D) +p, then any set of verte3s 
disjoint paths of D of total length at most p are contained in a (1, I)-factor of D. 
We shall use a theorem of Fulkerson on factors of bipartite graphs. We use 
here the phrasing of Lov6sz [7]: 
Theorem (D. R. Fulkerson 141). Let G = (A, B; E) be a bipartite graph. Let f be 
an integer-valued function on A U B. if f (.A) = f (B) and for all XC A, for all 
Y c B, f(X) 6 f(Y) + M(X, B\Y), (where f( U) denotes the sum of the values off 
in U, M(U, V) denotes the number of edges from U to V), then G admits an 
f-factor. 
Using this characterization we give a sufficiel;t condition, involvkg stability and 
co~ectivity, kr a digraph to contain a (t, t)-factor with specified arcs; we also 
give a sufkient condition, involving the number of arcs and connectivity, for an 
oriented graph to contain a (t, t)-factor. 
Let D be a digraph. We shall find a lower bound on the number of arcs in D, 
assuming its stability is ~1; Applying a result of Turan [lo] on the undirected 
graph G associated with D, we obtain: 
Lenrmar 1. Let D be a digraph on n vertices, of stability LY. Set n = ba! + r, 
0 e r Z= ry - 1. Then. the number of arcs in D is at least #cub(b - 1) + rb. 
codition for a (t, t)-fiwtor using stability 
We consider here a digraph D witi stability IW, and give a sufficient condition 
for the existence of (T, t)-factors. 
1. Let D be a k-connected di,raph such that k 3 aot(t + 1) + p- Then 
any set of arcs of cardinality p inducing a subgraph with maximum in- and 
outdegree at most t is contained in a (t, t)-factor. 
6 i up} be a set of arcs of D of cardinality p. 
the associated bipartite graph G(D) = 
= [x”:x E V(D)j and E(G(D) = 
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{(x’, y”): (x, y) E E(D)]. ClearPi F is contained in a (t, t)-factor of D if and only 
if F’ = {(xi, yi’) : 1 s i sp} is contained in a t-factor of G(D). Denote by H the 
subgraph induced by F’, which has maximum degree at most * 
We have to show that G’(D) = (L, M; E(G’(D)) with E(G’(D)) = E(G(D)) - 
F’ contains an f-factor where f is defined by: 
f0 ( t-d&) if XESUT x = t otherwise. 
Suppose this false. Then by Fulkerson’s theorem, there exists XC_ L, Y s M 
such that: 
f(x) >f (y) - IwG'tx9 G(D) - v 
If we denote by u, z, 4 the number of arcs from X n S to Y n T, from X n S to 
T\Y and from S\K to y n T respectively in H we have: 
f(x)=tIXl=-(a#+t) and i”(Y)=-‘~Y(=-(u+q) 
so t 1X1- t IYl > Mc(X, G(D)\Y - 9 + Z. h z>otIXl-tlYl>MG(X, 
$QD)\Y)-q. SetA=fiY, B=XnY9 C=Y’X,R=V(D)-(AUBUC)with 
IAl = u, iI31 = b, ICI = c. On the other hand, going back to D: 
MD(X, V(D)\Y) 3 MD@, A) + M&4, R) + J&(& A) + MO@, R). 
Since D has independence number Q! and by Lemma 1, the number of am 
&(A, A) has to verify M,,(A, A) 2 fau(u - 1) + WD where a = LYU + w, with 
w c CU, v EN. Also, consider the number of arcs ending on R; since D is 
k-connected, after removing the vertices of C, D remains (k+connectexl, and so 
we have: 
MD(A, R) + Mi,@, R) a k - C. 
Consequently, since M G&X, G(D)\Y) = MD(X, V(D)\Y) we have 
kccutv-&v2+&xv+w(t-v)+q=F(v). 
Then k <F(v) G MaxVEN F(u), but as 
dmo -=at--_++a+w 
dv 
the maximum value of F(v) is obtained by TV= t + 4 - z, and as a consequence 
the maximum value of F(v) for TV integer lies in the interval [t - 1, t + I]. With a 
simple substitution we can see that the value F(t) = &xt(t + 1) d- Q is the 
maximum, so that: k <I $zt(t + I) + q. 
Moreover we know that 4 stp. So if k 3 &xt(t + 1) +p, there exists an f-factor 
in G’(V). If we add the set of arcs F’ to any f-;--- LdC;L~I cr” g(pj ‘*e &q& 2 
t-fa&l VA -- lTtF G(D), and consequently a (t$ t)-factor of D which contains F. 0 
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Rema& 1. The following digraph D illustrates that the conclusion of theorem is 
false under the weaker hypothesis that k 2 iti(t + 1) +p - 1. Let V(D) = SI U 
$ U &, where D[S,] is constituted by ay tournaments on t vertices without arcs 
joining them, D[&j and D[&j are (k +&connected tournaments. Each vertex of 
& dominates every vertex of $ and each vertex of & dominates every vertex of 
Sl- 
Let (xi:laicp+k} and (n : 1 s i ep + k} be any set of vertices included in 
$ and & respectively. Then add the set of arcs Z = {(xi, yi) : 1 G i up + k}, and 
for each couple (x, y), x E &, y E & such that (x, y) $2 add the arc (yl x). 
The stability of D is then ar, and its connectivity is at least k +p. Let P denote 
any set of p arcs from & to S& Suppose P is included in a (t, t)-factor of D. Let F 
be the digraph obtained by a subdivision of P, that is for each arc (& dai) in P add 
the vertex ci and the arcs (bi, C& (ci, ~i). Let f be the integer-valued function on 
V(F) defined by 
FOrX=S~U&U{ti:l~i~P} and Y=S2 we have: 
f(F)-f(Y)=f(SI)+f({zi:lsi~p];=at2+p 
and 
M(X, V(D)\Y) = &ut(t - 1) d-k +F = cut2 - 1 +p. 
Thus by Fulkerson’s theorem F does not contain an (f, f)-factor and hence P is 
not contained in a (t, t)-factor of D. Taking the value t = 1 in Theorem 1 we 
obtain the following result of Jackson and Or& [6j: 
Corollary. Let D be a k-connected digraph on at least two vertices such that 
k 3 a(D) +p. Then any set of vertex disjoint paths of D of total length at most p 
are contained in a (1, 1).factor of D. 
ber of arcs 
Let us suppose that D is a k-connected oriented graph without (t9 Q-factor, 
with a number of vertices equal to n and a number of arcs equal to 
IE(~ - 1) - X. We shall prove that in this case x must be greater than a 
function of k and t. Let us reason as for the proof of Theorem 1: take two sets of 
vertices X and Y, and set R = V(D)WU Y. Set Ix\YI = a, M(x\Y, WY) = p. 
Fulkerson’s theorem leads us to: 
tek+14-p @) 
will supposs eh&, x - il arcs, 0 s A CX, are missing in the subgraph 
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D[mu). The value of a > 0 in the equation irr@ - 1) -x + il = p leads us to: 
0 C 
so that x is at least greater .than the minimum value of the above expression. We 
shall suppose here that k + 1 is an integer multiple of t. 
Suppose now that n C i((k + l)l(t))((k + l)/(t)) - 1). Using (b) we deduce 
a 3 (k + l)/(t) + p/t; but M(mY, fiY) = p = $a(a - 1) -x + il. This implies 
p > 0. Thus we set a = (k + l)/(t) +p. Replacing the value of a and p in (b) 
leads to: k + 1 + tp > k d- 1 +p(k + 1)/t, and thus: 
Irr+l<l 
t2 l 09 
So we get a Grst result: If k 2 ? - 1 and x < $((k + l)/(t))((k + l)/(t) - 1) then D 
must admit a (t, $)-factor. Now suppose (d) is verified. Set x = &((k + l)/(t) - 
l)((k + l)/(t)) - 4. Replacing the values of a, p, x in (b) leads to: 
k+l+QJ3k+l+pt k+l+p(p-l)+l+q 
2 
For p = 1 and A = 0 we get the maximum value for q, that is: q = t - (k + l)/(t). 
This gives us a second result: If k <t2- 1 and x < # ((k + l)/(t) + l)((k + 
l)/(Q) - t then D must admit a (l, t)-factor. 
Using the same method we obtain a slight refinement in the case when k + 1 is 
not a multiple of t. We allow ourselves to state the result, the proof being only a 
matter of adding one parameter in the above calculation. We set here 
k + 1 = bt + r, 0 < r < b, t and b being the rest and quotient qf the euclidian 
division of k+l by t. We get: If bat anf xa#@i-1)-d+ ,-r if MO and 
x 3 #(B f 1) - 2t + r + b, with r #0, then D must admit a (t, t)-factor. Putting 
our results together we state: 
Theorem 2@ Let D be a k-connected oriented graph on n vertices and m arcs, with 





Remark 2. A diagraph similar with the one we define in Remark 1 proves that 
our bound is the best possible: we Just replace the subgraph D[&] by a stable set 
on b vertices (first cage) or b. + 1 vertices and adding respectively t (second case), 
t - r (third case), 2t - r - 6 (Last case) arcs. 
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